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INTRODUCTION 
 
Lifeline South Coast has adopted the Lifeline Australia National Privacy Statement as its 
privacy policy. The National Privacy Statement as at 28 August 2016 is reproduced below 
with minor changes, including the replacement of Lifeline Australia with Lifeline South 
Coast and the replacement of contact details.  
 

ABOUT THIS POLICY 

The purpose of this Privacy Policy is to: 

• clearly communicate the personal information handling practices of Lifeline South 
Coast; 

• enhance the transparency of Lifeline South Coast’s operations; and 
• give individuals a better and more complete understanding of the sort of personal 

information that Lifeline South Coast collects, and the way that information is 
managed. 

• For the avoidance of doubt, any reference to ‘personal information’ under this policy 
does not relate to the collection and management of information in relation to 
employees of Lifeline South Coast. Employee information is covered under 
separate policies and legislative requirements. Any such queries should be referred 
to the Executive Director. 

OUR OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE PRIVACY ACT 

This Privacy Policy sets out how Lifeline South Coast complies with its obligations under 
the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) – ‘the Act’. The Act as amended may be accessed at: 
http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Browse/ByTitle/Acts/Current#top 

MEANINGS 

In this Privacy Policy, 'personal information' has the same meaning as defined under 
section 6 of the Act: information or an opinion (including information or an opinion forming 
part of a database), whether true or not, and whether recorded in a material form or not, 
about an individual whose identity is apparent, or can reasonably be ascertained, from the 
information or opinion. 

In this Privacy Policy, "we", "us" and "Lifeline" refers to Lifeline South Coast ABN 16 968 
890 469 and "our" has a similar meaning. "You" and "your" refer to an individual about 
whom we have collected personal information. 

COLLECTION 

We will only collect personal information from you that is necessary for or directly related 
to our functions and activities. For example, we may collect personal information from you 
in order to: 
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• provide you with crisis support or suicide prevention services, 
• take a donation from you, 
• give you information or send you publications or resources,  
• manage your employment with us if you are an employee, 
• assess and register you as a volunteer, or 
• engage emergency services or refer you to other service providers. 

You do not have to provide us with personal information unless you wish to do so. 
However, it may affect our ability to provide you with services or allow you to participate in 
our programs or events if you not give us personal information. Wherever possible, we will 
collect your personal information directly from you, rather than from another person. 
However, in some circumstances we will collect information from a third party including if it 
is necessary for a specific purpose such a referral to emergency services where we 
believe on reasonable grounds that it is necessary to prevent or lessen a serious and 
imminent threat to the life or health of the individual concerned or another person.  

In some cases, we may receive unsolicited personal information about you from a third 
party. If we do get personal information in these circumstances, we must determine 
whether we could have lawfully collected the information. If we could not, we will destroy 
the information or de-identify it. 

COOKIES  

It is our usual practice to collect information about all visitors to our online services and 
resources using "cookies". Cookies are text files that a website can transfer to your 
computer when you access information on that site. Cookies allow websites to recognise 
you as you browse their website. 

We use Google Analytics to gather statistics about how the website is accessed. Google 
Analytics uses cookies to gather information for the purpose of providing statistical 
reporting. 

The information generated by the cookie about your use of the website will be transmitted 
to and stored by Google on servers located outside of Australia. No personally identifying 
information is recorded or provided to Google. If you are logged in to our website, 
information about your user account is not linked to data recorded by Google Analytics and 
is not provided to Google. 

Information gathered using Google Analytics and other tools includes: 

• the number of visitors to our website 
• how visitors arrive at our website, for example, did they type the address in directly, 

follow a link from another webpage, or arrive via a search engine? 
• web chat 
• the number of times each page is viewed and for how long 
• time and date of visit 
• geographical location of the visitor 
• information about what browser was used to view our website and the operating 

system of the computer 
• information about whether the browser supports Java and Flash 
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• the speed of the user's internet connection. 

You can opt out of the collection of information via Google Analytics by downloading the 
Google Analytics Opt-out browser add on. You can also disable cookies in your internet 
browser. Doing so will not affect most of our website, but some functions may not work 
properly if cookies are disabled. 

USE AND DISCLOSURE 

Lifeline South Coast will only use personal information for the purposes for which it was 
given to us, or for purposes which are directly related to one of our functions or activities. 
We will not use or disclose personal information for other purposes unless: 

• the individual has consented; or 
• the individual would reasonably expect, or has been told, that information of that 

kind is usually passed to those individuals, bodies or agencies; or 
• it is otherwise required or authorised by law; or 
• on reasonable grounds it is believed that it will prevent or lessen a serious and 

imminent threat to somebody's life, health or safety or serious threat to public health 
or public safety; or 

• the individual has made threats to harm third parties; or 
• the individual has made threats against Lifeline; 
• the individual repeatedly makes nuisance contact including calls, chats or emails. 

We will also use disclose information to a law enforcement body (for example, the police) if 
we believe that it is reasonably necessary for an enforcement related activity (for example, 
investigating a crime). 

Information collected by Lifeline South Coast may also be used for quality assurance, 
research for service improvement, community promotion of Lifeline services (for example, 
Lifeline may use positive feedback on our service to promote Lifeline services online or via 
social media) and/or fundraising purposes. However, information will always be de-
identified prior to such uses. Lifeline South Coast also uses contact details and information 
collected via individuals who subscribe to Lifeline South Coast’s mailing list for marketing 
purposes. 

DATA QUALITY 

Lifeline South Coast will take steps to ensure that the personal information we collect is 
accurate, up to date and complete. These steps include maintaining and updating personal 
information when we are advised by individuals that their personal information has 
changed, and at other times as necessary. 

INFORMATION SECURITY 

We take steps to protect the personal information we hold against loss, unauthorised 
access, use, modification or disclosure, and against other misuse. These steps include 
background checks, password protection for accessing our electronic IT systems, securing 
paper files in locked cabinets and physical access restrictions. Staff access to information 
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is based on the "need to know" principle. We also regularly engage independent 
information security experts to review and test our systems and processes. 

When no longer required, personal information is destroyed or deleted in a secure manner. 

ACCESS AND CORRECTION 

• You can ask us to access your personal information or to change it. To make such 
a request you need to: write to the Privacy Officer either via email to 
admin@llsc.org.au via post to PO 404, Wollongong  NSW  2500;  

• provide us the following information (if relevant): 
o the date, time and number used to contact Lifeline’s 13 11 14 service; or 
o the date, time and IP address used to access Lifeline’s online crisis support 

chat service; 
• provide proof of identity (this may be achieved through a number of means, 

including using the 100 point identification system or through a legal practitioner). 

We will carefully consider any request made. If we decline your request, we will tell you 
why. Please note that we will not release call records, call recordings, online crisis support 
chat transcripts and other sensitive material across the internet. Our preferred method is to 
send them via secure registered post. 

RETENTION OF PERSONAL INFORMATION 

We will retain personal information in accordance with our document retention policies. 
When personal information is no longer required and there is no other reason for us to 
hold the information, we will either destroy or de-identify it. 

CHANGES TO THIS PRIVACY POLICY 

This Privacy Policy may change from time to time, particularly as new laws or regulations 
are introduced. 

CONTACT US 

If you are concerned about the way we have handled your personal information, our 
Privacy Officer will investigate any concerns that you send to us in writing. 

If you are dissatisfied with our investigation of your concerns, you can complain to the 
Office of the Privacy Commissioner who is independent of Lifeline South Coast. 

Please address any correspondence to the Privacy Officer at: 

Postal Address: PO 404, Wollongong  NSW 2500; or 
Email Address: admin@llsc.org.au 

Personal information means information or an opinion (including information or an opinion 
forming part of a database), whether true or not, and whether recorded in a material form 
or not, about an individual whose identity is apparent, or can reasonably be ascertained. 


